
eComments Report for City Council Meeting Agenda of October 22, 2019

Item Name E-mail Street Neighborhood City State Zip Comment Received

17. (19-1067) Recommendation to request 

City Manager to close the pedestrian bridge at 

Elmfield Avenue in order to address persistent 

crime and public safety issues. This closure 

would include extensive notifications for the 

community to be made aware that this closure 

was being scheduled. 

 

This closure should be implemented as a six-

month pilot to collect data and assess impacts 

with the goal of improving public safety.

AARON 

WIDERA

aaronwidera@outlook.co

m

The article in the Long Beach Post greatly misrepresents 

two things: 1) the idea that no one uses the bridge 

anymore is not true. I use it for at least two round trips daily 

to walk my dog, and consistently cross by other 

pedestrians during this trip. 2) there is no persistent crime 

that is attributable to this bridge. I have never seen anyone 

stealing a package and crossing the bridge with said 

package. If anyone watches the news, packages are stolen 

in every neighborhood. These thieves are not pedestrians. 

They will follow UPS trucks in their cars and get away 

quickly in their cars, not on foot. If anyone does use this 

bridge to make a quick getaway, a fence will slow them 

down by about 30 seconds. More active policing in the 

park nearby has already reduced possible criminal 

behavior in the area. This bridge is enjoyed by law abiding 

people everyday, and should not be shut down without 

data proving these assertions. As for public safety, the 

water under the bridge is the real issue.
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David Eastman dburtone@charter.net The reason to close the Elmfield bridge is crime, but this is 

based on anecdotal info, not statistical evidence. I suggest 

a 3-mo study of actual crimes in the area that also includes 

another part of Park Estates for comparison. Look at 

ElCedral & Ramillo (Greenfield to ElPrado) plus a section 

farther south with a similar # of homes (ie 1st blocks off 

Anaheim Rd -- ElParque, LasLomas, ElJardin & 

LaPosada). If the ElCedral-Ramillo section doesn't have 

significantly higher crime than the comparison area, a 

temporary closure of the bridge isn't needed. If the data 

shows it has a substantially higher crime rate, the closure 

should take place & data gathered in both areas for 3 more 

months to see the effect. This is beyond the fiscal impact 

statement, but it's needed to make a sound decision. 

When I was PEHA treasurer, we had a reserve for 

neighborhood security projects; I think PEHA would 

approve funds to reimburse the city for the extra cost 

needed to make a comprehensive study.

2:34:00 PM
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Laura Sellmer laurasellmer@gmail.com Please do not close this pedestrian bridge. Many many law 

abiding residents use this bridge. The bridge allows people 

to walk and exercise between neighborhoods and adds 

tremendous variety of sights and broadly interesting areas 

of Long Beach. Most importantly, if this is a criminals' 

bridge, why doesn't LBPB take advantage of this known 

zone, and use the knowledge to catch criminals? We 

desperately need criminals caught and prosecuted to stop 

crime everywhere in Long Beach. Closing the bridge, if this 

is the real reason, will just move burglaries to places not 

known by police. I urge you to vote no. Use the knowledge 

if this is a criminals' bridge to stop crime, not to relocate 

crime to other innocent victims in Long Beach. Thank you.
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raquel sanchez rockel22@hotmail.com Closing a pathway used by residents is not the answer in 

reducing crime. This is an overreaction by the Council 

Woman and certain residents of PE.  Where are the funds 

to close this and monitor the crime for the next 6 months 

coming from? Wouldn't money be better spent on the 

police task force to resolve crimes. All LB residents are 

dealing with crimes. Do we close all walking entrances into 

our city? This is as silly as Trump's build a wall at the 

border. Will this really solve crime or just move it into 

another neighborhood.  I realize it's just one entrance but 

that's how the division starts.  I'm disappointed with the 

lack of problem solving here. 

8:41:00 PM
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Dennis Warner wckmuaythai@gmail.com This pedestrian bridge has provided access to Long Beach 

residents for over fifty years and is the only access point to 

Atherton from Park Estates.

This is a bad idea and flies in the face of Mayor Garcia's 

green proposals for the city where walking and biking 

should be encouraged.  L.B. police and neighborhood 

watch programs need to be more vigilant in preventing 

homeless from changing our way of life and separating 

communities.
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Margaret Kuo margaret.kuo@csulb.edu I regret that I am unable to attend the meeting in person, 

but I would like to express my strong support for the 

closure of the pedestrian bridge at Elmfield Ave. I am a 

resident of Park Estates whose house is in close proximity 

to the bridge. I, like many of my neighbors, think that the 

bridge should be closed in the interest of crime prevention 

and public safety. Thank you for taking these concerns into 

consideration. 

6:42:00 PM

24. (19-1078) Recommendation to request 

City Manager to work with the City Attorney to 

draft an ordinance establishing rental increase 

protections for mobile home owners for rent 

increases of 10% or more by adding mobile 

home parks to our current tenant protection 

ordinance.

Michael Donelon mikedonelon@aol.com I am an 8 year resident of Belmont Shore Mobile Estates. I 

am not a member of the home owners  association. 

However I have been active in the community for 30 years. 

I provided comments in support of the parks improvement 

project to the Coastal Commission. The improvements 

were required by the city when the park was developed 

and will not stop land movement or required periodic 

methane gas testing under our homes. During my term on 

the LB City Council I had an issue at Windward Village 

Mobile Home Park. It was frustrating due to the fact the city 

had no control over their issues. It is very sad to here my 

neighbors concerns, many on fixed incomes,  over what to 

do or where to move.  Unfortunately the owners have no 

empathy for our cities most vulnerable residents. I 

encourage your support of the item. Thank you.
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